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Most analytic discussions surrounding film privilege the eye; questions concerning the role of the ear and its effects on shaping perceptions are traditionally ignored. Despite, and even because of, its marginalized status, music mediates and manipulates any cinematic discourses where it is present. Although it has become a topos in film music literature to lament the dearth of film music scholarship,1 studies integrating a close reading of a film and its accompanying musical sound track remain quite rare. Textbooks, anthologies, and course syllabi all do little more than acknowledge music's presence, the more sophisticated ones perhaps systematizing it as either diegetic or nondiegetic, but almost never do they delve into the kinds of musical issues addressed by musicologists or music theorists, questions that, because of the nature of the filmic text, play absolutely crucial roles in the way a film is read. It is all the more striking, then, that in documentary film studies, a field committed to uncovering hidden or obscured agendas and ideologies, music is almost categorically muted, even when it plays a significant part in determining a film's rhetorical effectiveness (at least in the documentary's early history).

In writing about his first film, Pare Lorentz calls The Plow That Broke the Plains a "documentary musical picture," and the same designation seems equally appropriate for his next film, The River, released in 1937 and again with the support of the Roosevelt administration.2 Both films featured landmark musical scores by the American modernist composer Virgil Thomson; both are exceptional and remarkable examples of how music can be closely coordinated within a film. Thomson found his second collaboration with Lorentz to be a more difficult assignment than writing the music for The Plow: "Floods, though murderous to land and houses, are not at all dramatic to observe. A film explaining how they come about and how they can be controlled by dams demands a far more complex
composition, if one wants to make it powerful, than the blowing away of our dry high-lying West." Lorentz, whose first career ambition was to become a music critic, was well aware of the integral role music plays in shaping perceptions of a film. Understanding music's conventionally secondary status in relation to that of the image, he notes that, "properly handled, music should be knit into a film so that the audience is no more aware of it than it is of the dimmed house lights or the actors' greasepaint." Lorentz articulates one of the central principles of the then-nascent classical Hollywood film score, a principle identified as "inaudibility" by Claudia Gorbman in her important study of narrative film music. By "inaudibility," Gorbman means that "music is not meant to be heard consciously. As such it should subordinate itself to dialogue, to visuals—i.e., to the primary vehicles of the narrative." Yet just because this paradoxically "unheard" music may not be noticed at the forefront of consciousness, this does not mean we should ignore its presence when explicating a film, be it a Hollywood narrative or government documentary. If we are to examine the ideological and rhetorical practices employed in The River, we need a close analysis of the sound, including tightly organized sounds such as Virgil Thomson's musical score.

The metaphor of a dam can serve as a way of describing the process of explicating the music in The River. In certain ways, film music behaves not unlike a river; its mere presence, threaded throughout the cinematic narrative, creates a sense of flow and directionality. It acts as an agent of manipulation and change within the discourse of the film. And its raw power to alter the perceived visual landscape drastically has caused it to be subjected to a number of artificial constraints and conventions. An attempt to interpret, and thus control, film music involves the harnessing of forces that normally travel freely, if not passively, across the audience's consciousness; if engineered properly, this harnessing generates interpretive energy.

The dam serves as an especially appropriate metaphor for discussing the music in The River, a film whose argument centers not only on literal rivers and dams but also on the channeling and controlling of broad public opinions. The film employs a familiar documentary paradigm: an initial situation is described (the natural beauty and economic value of the Mississippi region), a problem is revealed (the misuse of the land has led to soil erosion and flooding), and finally a solution is recommended (a variety of government agencies, specifically the Farm Security Administration, the Civilian Conservation Corps, and the Tennessee Valley Authority, can repair this broken world). The voice-over narration by Lorentz—which James Joyce called "the most beautiful prose I have heard in ten years"—
moves, as Brian Winston notes, from an impersonal distance to a collective "we" and "us" to a "you" that is involved with the solution.* Through this rhetorical strategy, The River seeks sympathy for the political administration then in power, and it uses both visual and audible signifiers to manipulate. Lorentz encourages further identification by mentioning river names across the country and by showing maps of the United States, suggesting a problem owned by the nation as a whole. Despite these efforts to address the entire American population, the music contains a significant subtext that excludes certain segments of the "us" in question.

In their well-known introductory film textbook, David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson describe Thomson's music for The River as "distinctly American" in style, a type of music that could, by implication, appeal to nationalistic sensibilities extending beyond the American South as a region. The notion of a distinctly American musical style, however, raises a number of questions. First, it seems to be assumed that we are discussing only the highbrow, concert-hall end of the musical culture from the 1930s. Although Thomson's score definitely has an American flavor and character insofar as it carries many of the stylistic features that we associate with some of the most commonly performed concert-hall music of that time (and George Gershwin's and Aaron Copland's music from this time has remained as some of the strongest models for a generic "American" sound), it is still only one rather American music found in that decade. During the 1930s a number of composers sought to create a uniquely American voice, but by the end of the decade the entire musical landscape was awash in a flood of European immigrants who came to the United States representing many kinds of musical modernism, thus complicating even further the establishment and definition of an American nationalistic musical idiom. Thomson's music certainly should strike many ears as broadly American in its sound, but it can be described in far more precise terms, specifically, as an orchestral music utilizing nineteenth-century Protestant hymn tunes and folk tunes potentially familiar to inhabitants of the Mississippi regions where those tunes were most known.

Only a small proportion of Thomson's score for The River consists of originally composed music; most of Thomson's melodies are taken from hymns, folk songs, and popular tunes with which he had become familiar through a study of the region's music.† Thomson had earlier demonstrated facility with hymn and folk material in his Symphony on a Hymn Tune (1926-28), the last movement of which Thomson offered to Lorentz to accompany the last half reel of the film.‡ In addition to the fourth movement of the Symphony, which appears essentially unaltered, the beginning of the third movement also appears in the film score. In its proportion of original
versus borrowed material, *The River* score differs somewhat from Thomson's earlier film score for *The Plow That Broke the Plains*, in which Thomson employs a hymn melody ("Old Hundred") and several cowboy songs (such as "I Ride an Old Paint" and "Git Along Little Dogies") at key moments in the film, but the bulk of the score consists of originally composed music.

Several of the hymn melodies selected by Thomson for *The River* came from *The Southern Harmony and Musical Companion*, compiled by "Singin' Billy" Walker in 1835, and Benjamin Franklin White and E. J. King's *Sacred Harp* (first printed in 1844), two of the South's most important and influential early shape-note tune books. These hymns were commonly referred to as "white spirituals." The musical notation of these hymnals was designed to allow those with little or no formal training in reading music to do so; it replaced the standard European notation with various shapes (triangles, squares, circles) designating solfeggio syllables (see the illustration of the shape-note version of the hymn "Mississippi" from *The Southern Harmony*). It is significant that (the well-educated) Thomson attempted to establish an American (as opposed to European) sound by using these early American hymns, because these hymns had already been at the center of even earlier debates regarding the nature of what constitutes

American music: Lowell Mason's sweeping reforms of religious music in the first half of the nineteenth century. Mason favored European musical models and worked to rid American churches and schools of fusing tunes and shape notes, something he achieved for the most part in New England and the mid-Atlantic regions, although the frontier areas of the time (basically anything from Appalachia to the West) continued to use shape notes (and still do in isolated pockets). Thomson's choice of shape-note hymns, then, while linked geographically and historically with the region addressed within the film, is also politically charged as a potentially anti-European gesture.

The religious music Thomson uses as a launching point for his film score comes from a source identifiable in terms of race (white), class (generally lower), and religion (Protestant). Because both tune books were widely circulated throughout the South, these hymns were potentially familiar to certain listeners in the Mississippi region. The words sung to these melodies reflect a specific set of religious values, one that does not speak either for or to all American citizens. This music, and the entire "documentary musical picture" that relies so heavily upon it for its effectiveness as a form of persuasive, manipulative media, thus speaks most persuasively to a particular religious group, those white Protestants familiar with the hymn melodies and cognizant of the words normally sung with them. Although the score is completely instrumental—we never hear a vocalist or choral ensemble sing any of the words to the hymn tunes or folk melodies—the words would very possibly sound through to the appropriately educated audience member (i.e., Protestant), forming an important subtext to the musical and cinematic discourse.

Although the images on the screen may present a seemingly objective and authoritative discourse surrounding a natural disaster and its possible causes and solutions, the subtext of the music and its textual references suggest an unquestionably Christian narrative. The music accompanying the opening credits of The River uses melodic material from the hymn "Foundation" (also known as "Sincerity"), the text of which opens with "How firm a foundation, ye saints of the Lord, / Is laid for your faith in his excellent word." A later verse of the same hymn, just as possibly evoked by the melody as the first verse, employs a metaphor that is germane to this film and its images of flooding:

When through the deep waters I call thee to go,
The rivers of water shall not overflow;
For I will be with thee thy troubles to bless
And sanctify to thee thy deepest distress.
At first glance, it appears Thomson selected his melodies solely for their titular connections. To write music for a film discussing redemption after flooding, why not find melodies whose texts talk about redemption after flooding? Since the earliest days of accompanying films with music, it has been common to borrow musical melodies with textual references to the visuals. A cowboy on a horse appears—for instance, to borrow an example from *The Plow*—and we hear “Git Along Little Dogies,” the audible sign paralleling the visual.

Curiously, Thomson has repeatedly denied that the hymn and folk tunes he borrowed were taken for their textual connotations. In program notes for a performance of the concert suite arrangement of the music from *The River*, Thomson says that “the ironical appropriateness of these titles [of the tunes] need not be taken to mean that they have been chosen for their topical references. Quite the contrary. It is simply that tunes which have an expressive or characteristic quality usually end by getting themselves words of the same character.” Perhaps Thomson wanted to avoid the charges of merely choosing tunes solely for textual purposes, of resorting to synchronous scoring. Notice, however, that he qualifies his explanation of the titles’ ironic appropriateness with the phrase “need not be taken,” suggesting (with a wink?) that they still might very well be taken as ironically appropriate.

In standard fictional films, the opening musical cues perform important narrative functions, such as the establishment of genre and mood. For the listener acquainted with the melody and words of “Foundation” (“How firm a foundation . . .”), the melody dominating the opening cue of the film score, one initial message is clear: faith in Christ offers relief from misery. As the (unheard words of the) music alludes to the divine agency of Jesus, the opening credits mention the Farm Security Administration, a government agency also—like Jesus—charged with providing relief to the masses. Rather significantly, the same music, with the same implied words, returns for the closing scene, providing in the musical recitation a sense of formal closure; musical expressions of Christian faith frame the film in both formal and ideological ways.

Thomson and Lorentz use other musical conventions familiar to fiction films in their documentary musical picture, such as the repeated association of a musical motive with a certain image (the leitmotiv derived from Wagnerian opera). An original monophonic theme appears at four different times in *The River* (at approximately 13:59, 7:50, 12:40, and 26:20 into the film); each occurrence accompanies visual images of natural scenes, usually long pans and tilts of mountains, trees, and clouds. This “mountain theme” in its first form consists of a five-note pitch collection.
(D-E-G-A-B) that gives it a folklike sound (folk melodies are often pentatonic; see example 1). Thomson’s choice of a single-lined texture here re-inforces the primacy and solitude of “nature” in its pure and altered states, from lush and majestic (underscored with consonance) to barren and abused (accompanied by dissonant rewritings of the consonant original).

The initial statement of the melody is diatonic, but Thomson alters it to achieve different effects, as when he chromaticizes the motive in its third appearance (see example 2). In chromaticism, the octave is divided into more, smaller intervals than in diatonic divisions, allowing for more color, melodically and harmonically. Contrasting consonant diatonicism with dissonant chromaticism creates a stark opposition, the first sounding stable and at rest, the second unstable and in need of resolution. The direction of the intervallic leaps stays the same, but the sizes of the leaps change (e.g., a leap up of an octave becomes a leap up of a major seventh, the second sounding far more unstable and jarring than the familiar, comfortable octave). Thomson and Lorentz establish the following parallel visual and musical dichotomies:

Natural paradise/“Normality”  Apocalyptic/Devastation

\[
\text{Diatonicism} \downarrow \quad \text{Chromaticism} \uparrow
\]

The third iteration of the mountain theme serves as a transition into the flood montage; the chromatic melody that remains after Thomson changes his octaves and perfect fourths into major sevenths and tritones supplies tension and signals impending doom, doom that follows in the form of the extended flood montage sequence. Thomson achieves a similar effect earlier in the film by gradually chromaticizing the trumpet fanfare accompanying Robert E. Lee’s vertically scrolling letter of surrender. (In fact, when Lee’s name appeared on the screen at The River’s world premiere in New Orleans, the audience stood up and cheered, although probably not out of excitement at the recognition of heightened chromatic instability.)

Thomson moves away from religious melodies in his music written for the scenes illustrating industrial growth and the subsequent misuse of the river. For the sequences showing commerce along the Mississippi—
Example 2. Chromatic version of the mountain theme from The River. Copyright 1958 by Virgil Thomson. All rights for the world exclusively controlled by Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc. Reprinted by permission.

Thomson represented metonymically as cotton fields and steamboats—Thomson uses the melody from “Rose of Alabama,” a popular minstrel song from the nineteenth century. Just as significant as the use of this tune is Thomson’s instrumentation at this point in the score. Until “Rose of Alabama” occurs, the instrumentation consists of typical (European) symphonic brass, woodwinds, strings, and percussion. With “Rose of Alabama,” however, Thomson introduces the sound of a banjo into his timbral palette, a slightly transgressive act in the context of the symphonic tradition (the introduction of a lowbrow instrument into the citadel of musical highbrow culture, the symphony orchestra). Thomson made use of an orchestrator for his score to The River, Henry Brant, a young Canadian composer who had served in the same capacity in The Plow That Broke the Plains. Using an orchestrator was, and is, a common practice in Hollywood scoring, the orchestrator’s presence reflecting Hollywood’s assembly-line approach to creating a product and the extreme deadlines under which most film composers work. When orchestrators are used, it is sometimes hard to know who chose what instrument in specific passages. Brant, however, takes no “credit for any special features of the orchestral sound” in his orchestration for Thomson:

Some 60, 50 and 40 years back, when I worked as an orchestrator to Aaron Copland, Virgil Thomson, Marc Blitzstein, William Schuman, George Antheil, Douglas Moore and Alex North, my sole aim was to carry out the orchestral ideas of the composer and to prepare the score in battle-ready order, for performance or recording. All these composers consulted me, on occasion, on matters of timbre and balance.22

Besides drawing attention because of its piquant, plucked twang, the banjo’s presence raises important questions about the relationship of instruments and politics. Roland Barthes has written that “every musical instrument, from the lute to the saxophone, implies an ideology.”23 The links between instruments and specific cultural traditions are strong; instruments participate in the signification of any number of identities. Lorentz was intuitively aware of these relationships. In his instructions to Thomson for the composition of the score for The Plow That Broke the Plains, he wrote,
"If the instrument of the herder was the guitar, the banjo certainly was the music brought from the South and the highlands by the homesteader, along with the accordion brought by the Norwegians into the Northwest, the fiddle, of course, being the instrument of the devil wherever it appeared." The associations Lorentz mentioned delineate many of the stereotypical uses of these instruments in Hollywood film scores, revealing his keen sensitivity to music's functional capabilities. The modern banjo is a nineteenth-century commercial adaptation of an instrument brought to North America by African slaves. When the instrument sought respectability in polite middle-class parlors after the Civil War, an effort was made to rewrite the banjo's history and deny its association with African culture. The banjo's appropriation by middle-class white parlors has not diluted any of its potency as a symbol of southern culture, a culture still haunted by divisions of race, class, and religion. The banjo's presence, characteristically non-diegetic and thus not linked to any visual images of the performer's race or body, can, if nothing else, serve as a reminder of the South's history of racial division and of white culture's attempts to master and control African culture.

Reminders of racial discord in *The River* do not end with the use of the banjo. In planning the energetic log sequence, Lorentz advised Thomson that the music should evoke "minstrel show numbers":

This entire sequence should be a trumpet and trombone extravaganza. That is, it should sound like those nigger bands that used to play outside the theatres before the minstrel show started: almost a circus band, but with the river-negro-Spanish-water-heat-drunken-careless-carefree-Mississippi motif which we should establish as the feeling of the river.

Some of Thomson's music followed Lorentz's instructions, but some of it did not. His music for the log sequence includes quick-paced arrangements of popular songs like "Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight" as we watch log after log shoot through the water. The implied sexual tension present in the text of this song causes these images to be (at least potentially) bizarrely erotic, the ejaculatory stream of the logs coursing into the water establishing a connection between the uncontrolled consumption of natural resources and masculine sexual fulfillment.

The music accompanying the steel mill scenes, however, runs contrary to Lorentz's dictates for the sound of a minstrel band. This music is neither "careless" nor "carefree," but full of dissonant tone clusters (in the eight measures in example 3, Thomson employs nine of the twelve available pitches), cacophonous parallel tritones, and the harsh grinding sound of a ratchet, suggesting that the images accompanying it are somehow ominous.

and evil. The image of the steel mill is here meant to represent one of the villains of the film, and the music acts accordingly, providing a synchronous musical track that criticizes the growth of industry linked with the river. If the steel mill were meant to be viewed in a positive light, which is not the case in this film’s argument, then this music would be in a contrapuntal relationship to the visual track (this use of the term *contrapuntal* coming from Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and Alexandrov in their famous “Statement”).

Among other titles, the interval of the tritone has been called *diabolus in musica*, its characteristic dissonance carefully monitored and controlled throughout much of the history of Western music. The presence of the devil—signified by the use of melodic and harmonic tritones—juxtaposed alongside several secular tunes reinforces the sense that, at least in terms of musical symbolism, we are in the midst of a fallen, postlapsarian world of sin. To extend this narrative further would bring us to a climactic, apocalyptic event. The music accompanying the flood sequence is based on the hymn “Mississippi” from *The Southern Harmony*, and its lyrics describe the expected apocalyptic nightmare:

When Gabriel’s awful trump shall sound,
And rend the rocks, convulse the ground,
And give to time her utmost bound,
Ye dead, arise to judgment;
See lightnings flash and thunder roll,
See earth wrapt up like parchment scroll;
Comets blaze, sinners raise,
Dread amaze, horrors seize
The guilty sons of Adam’s race,
Unsaved from sin by Jesus.

Thomson’s treatment of this musical material blends synergistically with the imagery; as the flood on the image track builds up from dripping icicles to an overpowering deluge, the music grows from a single line stating the hymn melody (the English horn over a timpani ostinato) into a thick polyphonic texture, finally culminating in the original harmonization of the
hymn as found in the shape-note books. Visuals—long aerial shots of the bloated river—and music climax at this moment.

When conveying the sense of the aftermath of the flood, Thomson's music connotes the depths of despair by utilizing the familiar folk tune "Go Tell Aunt Rhody," a melody whose words already contain a sad tale: the old gray goose is dead. Lorentz shows several shots of washed-out land and barren trees, complete with buzzards circling above. Thomson creates an even darker mood by applying an increasing number of distortions to the "Aunt Rhody" melody: first, it is placed in a minor mode while the oboe and English horn play it (it is normally major); then, the tune switches between minor and major while in the French horns; and finally the bassoon and bass clarinet play a rhythmically augmented version of the tune in parallel tritones. This last gasp of satanic dissonance yields to a music of redemption, a progression made even more obvious in the concert suite version of this music (in the suite, the music progresses immediately from the dissonated "Go Tell Aunt Rhody" material to the redemptive hymn music; in the film, there are moments of silence and then voice-over narration without musical underscoring between these two sections). As the film moves on to show the rebuilding efforts of the FSA, CCC, and TVA, the music continues with consonant harmonizations of the hymns "Yes, Jesus Loves Me," "There's Not a Friend Like the Lowly Jesus," and "My Shepherd Will Supply My Need." Once again, divine and governmental agencies occupy different levels of the same narrative, both of which find subtle support through the ever-flowing musical score.

Thomson's music for The River supplies a specifically southern dimension to the film and its argument. Reanalyzing this famous documentary with our ears as well as our eyes exposes a religious subtext that alters our understanding of the film, the ways it works, and how certain audiences may have understood it (at the exclusion of others). Although it was first screened only to southern audiences, The River was intended for national distribution, which it eventually got through the assistance of Paramount Pictures. Discovering traces of racial friction and southern fundamentalism in a southern documentary is not especially surprising, but does discovering these traces in the music of a southern documentary not cause us to reconsider the damming metaphor as a pun as well?
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